Faztek Introduces New Clipless Steel Guarding Solution
Fort Wayne, Ind. (April 5, 2016) – Custom industrial safety guarding provider Faztek announces today
its new line of clipless steel guarding. Faztek’s steel guarding line is used to create a wide variety of
custom products, including robotic guards, safety guards, welding cells, conveyor guards, and more.
While the core characteristics of Faztek’s steel guarding - easy assembly, sized to exact specifications,
simple modifications, modularity - remain the same, the new product design offers customers a more rigid
product, while virtually eliminating horizontal waviness in the wire panels. Not only does this create a
more visually appealing product, but also by eliminating obtrusive clips, which have the potential to snag
clothing or loose articles, the new steel guarding solution is actually safer.
“Faztek’s custom steel guarding solutions offer customers the appearance, strength and rigidity of framed
guarding but with a wire mesh that is easily removed and adaptable for later changes to guarding in the
future,” said Aaron McDevitt, COO of Faztek. “We are thrilled to launch our clipless steel guarding, as it
will provide customers with a quality product they have grown to expect from Faztek, but now with a more
rigid frame and visually appealing design.”
In addition to offering steel guarding, Faztek works directly with customers to create custom safety
solutions to protect employees, machines and companies as a whole. Faztek is the only company in the
United States to offer unique hybrid systems made of aluminum t-slot, steel guarding, as well as an
electronic safety device, which is in accordance with OSHA’s most recent criteria.

The new clipless steel guarding will replace Faztek’s current steel guarding model and is available to
customers now.
For more information on Faztek and its custom industrial safety guarding solutions, visit www.faztek.net.
About Faztek
Headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana, Faztek is an industrial safety guarding provider that works directly
with customers to create custom safety solutions to protect employees, machines and companies as a
whole. Faztek is one of the only company’s in its field with the ability to create hybrid guarding systems
consisting of aluminum, steel and electronic safety guarding materials so manufacturers are operating in
accordance with federal regulations. Faztek’s mission is to provide quality guarding solutions through
innovative designs, dependable service, efficient turnarounds and appropriate prices. For more
information, visit www.faztek.net.
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